
RUCHITHA REDDY

HELLO WORLD,

I am 23 Years old Fashion Designer
with creative fashion professional
experience with showcasing a
variety of fashion look for garment
constructions.

FASHION DESIGNER



MY PROJECTSABOUT
My design process includes
research ,taking inspirations,
conceptualization, finalising, 

usability testing, stitching,

modelling,marketing.

- Ethic Wear For Vulnerable Class People
- Casual Wear with Paaturu Saree
- Red sandal wood on Khadi Fabric
- Fashion Modelling
- Fashion Illustrations



ETHNIC WEAR  --

VULNERABLE  CLASS 

Vulnerable class people also get to
attend functions , parties , festivals in
their community so I wanted to give
them the best ethnic wear with modern
variations at low cost .
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CONCEPTS 





GARMENT
DESCRIPTION
The  design is modern ethnic wear designed for vulnerable class

people with low cost .The fabric taken is silk fabric which is

cheap in cost to make it affordable.

Ruffles sleeves are used and side slit is given to the top with

adjustable draw string to adjust the slit .

Buttons are added on upper bodice, laces are attached at back

to adjust upper bodice and hooks to fit .

Thefabric is combination of different coloured patterns and

fabric taken is shiny fabric which gives grand look .

The reason to select that fabric is because of different colour

combinations the fabric suits for ethnic wear.

This top can be paired with leggings , jeggings , jeans , palazzo .

The fabric is also cheap but gives grand look which is perfect for

vulnerable class.

Target audience are 20 to 28 age group women.



CASUAL WEAR  --

FROM PATTURU SILK SAREE 

Vulnerable class people also get to
attend functions , parties , festivals in
their community so I wanted to give
them the best ethnic wear with modern
variations at low cost.
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

The main aim was to design and develop four casual

style garments using Paturu sarees so as to set an

example that upcycling can be done using traditional

Indian fabrics to cater to the needs of even young

adults such as us and also, to contribute more to the

revival of the handloom sector in India.Through this, we

will be able to apprise people that a saree which looks

luxurious and feels comfortable at a cheaper price

exists and that it can be used to young adults too sans

the hassles as the sarees will be used to make outfits

which are already used by young adults.



NATURAL
REDSANDALWOOD
DYED KHADI FABRICS

Details cannot be provided since it is
applied for patent.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

The illustrations that are carried out by me are
done in corel draw software.

ABOUT

THEME-STORY OF ARTISAN-TAJMAHAL

THEME-SUSTAINABLE FASHION
FABRIC - JUTE
INSPIRATION - HUT



ILLUSTRATIONS

The illustrations that are carried out by me are
done in corel draw software.

ABOUT

THEME-PERFECT FOR IMPERFECT
INSPIRATION - NATURE

THEME-FASHION FOR DIFFERENT FIGURES
CATEGORY - THIN
INSPIRATION - COTTON CANDY



THEME : CREATIVE ILLUSION
INSPIRATION : DIWALI
FABRIC : SEQUINS



MODELLING
WESTERN



MODELLING
ETHNIC



AWARDS

Participated in
International Fashion
Hackathon 2021 and won    

BEST REALISTIC ECO
FASHION DESIGNER
AWARD.



FASHION SHOW
WASTE MANAGEMENT-THEME



gopidinneruchithareddy@gmail.com

9346158075

CONTACT
ME


